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Abstract

Autonomous and highly automated transportation is very attractive not only for the automotive but also for the mapping industry. In order to exploit the technology, the latest survey solutions are needed, but beyond that, a clear description of the content is a must. Three standards have been selected: (1) used for a long time in navigation systems (NDS), (2) developed for simulation purposes (OpenDRIVE), and (3) designed and proposed for general map data exchange (GDF). In this paper, we present the approach of the three standards, then apply the tools of the standards to a specific sample area, a complex traffic junction, and produce maps in the appropriate formats. The evaluation of the pilot site shows that the difficulty of the exchange standard appears to be a serious obstacle. In the process of applying the navigation standard, the personality of the evaluator (the map maker) is also revealed. In the simulation format, the description of reality is gradually improved by including more and more extra elements.
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1 Introduction

Car navigation has always been an activity, which has a base on maps or, later, map databases. For now, the permanent evolution of the navigation maps has reached the state, where the accuracy and resolution can effectively support the onboard vehicular assistants. The trends in this evolution show a high potential also in the expected autonomous driving [1–4].

The increasing levels of automation request better environmental sensing, coupled with enhanced models describing the road infrastructure, the built and natural objects, and also the traveling vehicles and the walking pedestrians. The increased use of computer technologies resulted in rapid development nowadays. Simulation is maybe the best workhorse of this procedure [5–7]. The environmental database – which is called a map – has experienced a sharp paradigm change. Now it must fulfill the strict requirements, which belong to the usual regulations in the automotive industry. The requirements generally have the standards as a realization form.

2 Automotive standard formats

The automotive industry has seen a significant amount of growth over the past decade. Challenges stemming from economic and environmental factors have changed the way vehicles must perform, and automotive manufacturers have been required to adapt to them. The challenges are as follows:

- enhanced safety requirements,
- growing demand for automated driving,
- eco-driving, etc.

A self-driving car relying on sensors alone would not be able to understand and follow the rules of the road. The increasing levels of automation request better environmental and road infrastructure information. A map for automated driving needs to allow the precise positioning of a vehicle on the road. A map that meets these requirements is a high-definition map or briefly HD map.

There are two main groups for map data formats:

- physical data formats, which are primarily to store and use the information in the maps, and
- exchange data formats, which enables a gateway between the physical formats.

The physical map data formats can store the information content in binary or (ASCII) text form. The latter is XML (Extensible Markup Language) or JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) in most cases.
The most frequently used exchange data format is the Geographic Data File (GDF) [8–10], which has actually version 5.1, and was released in 2020 as ISO 20524 standard. The scope of GDF has been declared as “a system for the interchange of digital road-related geographic information”. To reach this goal, “all the requirements of applications in the road transport and traffic telematics (RTTT) field” are considered [11].

3 Navigation Data Standard

The Navigation Data Standard (NDS) is a standardized format for automotive-grade navigation databases jointly developed by automobile manufacturers, system and map suppliers, but it is also an association registered in Germany [12]. NDS is a standardized physical storage format for navigation systems; the binary database format allows furthermore even the exchange of data between different systems. System suppliers often provide physically or logically separate data collections; NDS defines a database as the totality of navigational data. The content and structure of this database are standardized. NDS separates software from data, thus enhancing flexibility for creating various navigation products for the end-users.

The NDS association has defined several clusters of map data. These are called NDS Building Blocks, supporting the different use cases. Specific building blocks are identified, data are layered and referencing each other (Fig. 1).

DataScript is a language for modeling binary datatypes, bitstreams, or file formats. Using such formal language for defining binary datatypes resolves all ambiguities typically found in textual or tabular specifications [13, 14]. In addition, one can automatically generate encoders and decoders for a given binary format from this formal specification.

NDS has enhanced the DataScript language with relational extensions for describing binary data structures, called Relational DataScript (RDS). RDS enables the definition of hybrid data models: high-level structures are modeled as relational tables and indices in RDS, and the low-level bulk data is stored in Binary Large Objects (BLOBs) in single columns with a format defined in DataScript [15].

The following data types are distinguished in the database:

- **Features**: All real-world objects relevant to a navigation system are represented by one or more features, on one or more levels.
- **Attributes**: Attributes describe the specifics of the different features.
- **Metadata**: Metadata contains information on various database content and database properties. It can refer to a specific product database, a building block, or the complete database.

NDS defines attributes either as fixed or flexible. Fixed attributes are mandatory information to define a feature and to store a value coded compactly, as the attribute-value structure is predefined within the feature class. An example
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of a fixed attribute is the link type. Flexible attributes are additional or exceptional information about a feature. They are stored as maps with a tile and may be assigned to one or multiple features in the tile. NDS uses a global tiling scheme, forming a uniform grid that divides the whole surface of the Earth into tiles, thus partitioning the available data.

A link describes a road segment between two intersections. It represents a road or a carriageway. Each link has a start point and an endpoint, but its direction does not describe the traffic flow direction. NDS differentiates two types of links:

- **Base links**: links located on one tile only,
- **Route links**: links that extend over more than one tile.

Geometry and topology information of base links is stored directly with the link. A base link feature has its complete geometry, and its intersections are located within one tile. Links that are situated on more than one tile are called route links.

Lanes are numbered separately for each driving direction from the curbside to the middle of the road. Right-hand traffic lanes are numbered from right to left concerning the driving direction, whereas left-hand traffic lanes are numbered vice versa. The numbering starts from 0 (Fig. 2).

A lane group is a set of one or more lanes. All lanes in lane group have the same travel direction, and are ordered from the curbside to the middle of the road. Lane widths in one lane group may vary. The lane connectivity describes the possible maneuvers. Lanes in two lane groups are connected by a connector having the same ID of both lane groups and ensuring non-overlapping lane geometry. An application can derive the connectivity of lane groups in a longitudinal direction from the validity ranges assigned to the base link or road geometry line. To ensure lane connectivity at intersections, the database shall assign all base links that start or end at an intersection to the intersection. The intersection association indicates that traffic from the intersecting links can affect traffic on all connected lanes. Fig. 3 illustrates possible transitions within an intersection. This figure simplifies the lane groups that represent the parts of the base links that bring traffic into the intersection.

4 OpenDRIVE

OpenDRIVE is a member of the Open Standards family, initially created by a German company named VIRES Simulatiönstechnologie GmbH. OpenDRIVE was the first open format to prescribe the logical descriptions of roads and road networks in 3D environments [16]. The OpenDRIVE standard has been reviewed and released by a core team of driving simulation experts since 2006. This team decided to take OpenDRIVE to the next level of professionalism by transferring management to ASAM e.V. (www.asam.net) on September 7th, 2018. The latest released version is 1.7.

The inventors have realized that roads are similar throughout all systems and countries, and the elements can’t be proprietary. Therefore, potentially suitable support to driving simulators must consider standardized format (for the data storage and the information visualization) and – at the same time – has to own a proprietary format to express the logical model.

A requirement system has been formulated to achieve these goals:

- the new data format must be able to be international,
- country-specific elements should be avoided, or a certain generalization is needed,
- the description technique must be state-of-the-art,
- the focus must be on driving simulator applications,
- the data format must have extensibility,
- users must be able to customize the model without any interference with elements,
- it must be publicly available,
- the format must be without any licensing,
- users must be involved in developing future releases, and
- all suggestions or new requirements must have a defined process.
The crucial elements of the standard are roads, junctions, and controllers. Roads and junctions are glued together with links. Fig. 4 demonstrates this principle:

The listed requirement of extendibility, readability, and state-of-the-art description is fulfilled by XML technology: the standard prescribes the XML format since version 0.7 (originally it was a binary format). The adequate extension is .xodr for the uncompressed and .xodrz for the compressed version in rare cases.

The road is the central part of the model description. This section stores all road elements. There is a reference line definition, which is composed of lines, arcs, clothoids (here: spirals), or parametric curves (here: cubic polynomials) (Fig. 5(a)). These components ensure the smooth and exact definition of the road’s horizontal design. Beyond the horizontal definition, the road is also specified vertically (by longitudinal and lateral profiles, superelevations, etc.). Along the reference line, various properties of the road can be defined. It must be emphasized that the topology has primer importance: the roads in a model must be connected properly, stored by the road links. Roads are composed of lanes that can be split into homogeneous lane sections. Generally, lanes are unique elements described in sequence, starting from the reference line and ascending to the left direction (positive lane IDs), descending to the right (with negative IDs). These rules are applied in all lane sections (Fig. 5(b)). Lanes can be shifted by defining offset values, or lane numbers can be varied in a lane section (adding more lanes or deleting lanes).

The junction is an area where three or more roads meet. They are crucial elements in road network description, especially because the correct topology is significantly more complicated than regular road segments. As a complex example, Fig. 6(a) demonstrates that the incoming roads can be one-way or two-way roads; they can have one or more lanes, and naturally, the figure of the junction can have an arbitrary form. The junction must ensure the correct connection among roads, but also lanes. The challenge is that these connections are not only covered by simple “graph edges”, but the usual road elements must define these connections geometrically. Roads of a junction have similarly reference line forming special pattern (Fig. 6(a)). Fig. 6(b) demonstrates the variety of connectivity of one incoming direction within a junction.

One can imagine that a more complex junction has expressively more overlapping connections. The junction topology is stored practically as the lane level links in predecessor and successor tags (similarly to road level links). These tags are crucial in the geometry preparation for any simulation procedure. A junction group is a composite element in OpenDRIVE, where a compound road connection can be designed and handled. Typically, roundabouts and largely extended complex junctions are described in this manner.
The Geographic Data File (GDF) is a standardized, application-independent exchange file format for geographic data used to define and interchange digital road databases for navigation applications designed by the ISO/TC204 (Intelligent Transport System) [9, 10]. GDF provides detailed rules for data capture and representation, and an extensive catalog of features, attributes, and relationships.

The different objects together making up a GDF are conceptually divided over three different levels: Level-0, Level-1, and Level-2. The topological primitive building blocks – node, edge, and face – reside on Level-0. The simple features – point, line, and area – and the data models make up Level-1. Simple features may be aggregated into complex ones comprising Level-2. GDF supports three different types of graph topologies: planar, non-planar, and non-explicit topologies:

- **Non-explicit topology**: No topological relations between objects are explicitly defined, where these relations are only defined via coordinate values.
- **Non-planar topology**: Topological relations are explicitly defined; objects may entirely or partially coincide, intersect or overlap.
- **Planar topology**: Topological relations are explicitly defined; objects shall not fully or partially coincide, shall not intersect or overlap. Intersecting objects or overlapping objects are broken up into object fragments, whereby common parts (such as a street coinciding with a boundary) are present only once.

The features are the central element in the data model, where they are database representations of real-world geographic objects. Conceptually GDF defines a basic data model to describe the road and road-related objects. Roads and intersections are expressed by lines and points, while the level is used to unify bidirectional road elements to a single road.

The core is a belt concept, which is a specific area feature (Fig. 7). A belt is composed of two sidelines and is terminated by two terminal lines. Belts can be used both on the road and on the lane modeling levels, too.

RoadBelt represents the area of the road that includes carriageways, median (island) and sidewalks (Fig. 8), where RoadBeltElement characterizes a section of the road used for the movement of vehicles, placed between a pair of IntersectionBelt Feature. A road between intersections is expressed by a single RoadBeltElement or dual

---

**5 Geographic Data File**

The Geographic Data File (GDF) is a standardized, application-independent exchange file format for geographic data used to define and interchange digital road databases for navigation applications designed by the ISO/TC204 (Intelligent Transport System) [9, 10]. GDF provides detailed rules for data capture and representation, and an extensive catalog of features, attributes, and relationships.
RoadBeltElement. RoadBeltElements shall not overlap an IntersectionBelt. Sidelines of a RoadBeltElement are defined by outer lines of the carriageway, road markings along the road indicating the edge of the carriageway at the median, and/or boundary lines for traffic controls. Terminal lines of a RoadBeltElement are virtual lines and are defined at the same location of the terminal lines of an IntersectionBelt. RoadBeltElement serves as the smallest unit for representing an independent road element.

6 Descriptions of a sample junction

The above presented standards are hard to understand without any practical examples, therefore we have selected a pilot site, which is in the vicinity of our research group and is enough representative to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses, or the advantages and problems during the map database creation. The Szent Gellért square (Fig. 9) is located in the district Budapest XI between Gellért Hill and the Danube. The square is a busy place with several connecting roads, streets, quays, where not only public roads but also tram lines, a tram and bus stops, as well as a bridge entry can be found. This area has all the complexity, which can efficiently prove the usage of the above-written standards.

An orthoimage enables the delineation of the paved and green surfaces, as well as it helps in differentiating between the lanes, sidewalks, and all elements, which are regulated in the standards. Further positive feature of an orthophoto is its true (metric) scale and precisely georeferenced representation, so the derived models are ready for direct simulation inputs.

7 Comparison of the standards

The main goal of the current analysis was to examine the similarities and differences of the map representations prepared for the sample junction area considered the presented standards. Knowledge of the place, the local traffic rules helped us a lot in our work.

All three described standards have similarities in constructing a complex road model from basic building blocks. The main parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The fundamental similarity in the standards is their reference line usage in relation to building blocks. The road geometry uses an ordered sequence of shape points describing the geometry of a polyline (or a simple line) that represents the course of a road, where each road section has its start and end nodes represented as a simple graph [17]. An intersection is interpreted as a vertex of the graph, whereas a road is an edge. Reference lines may be produced both at road and lane levels independently. Descriptive attributes are assigned to building blocks and can be selected from a specific list. Navigation systems for highly automated driving need detailed information on road topology and road geometry; therefore, lanes are necessary for traffic applications (lane-change and merging). The main road elements are the centerline/link and the lane description. Differences can be found in the object relationships and in the way they are stored.
In NDS, the first road representative line is a link, which is a simple graph. Route links are purely topological routing features. Approaching the more detailed topological routing information, the standard also assigns a centerline to the roads and lanes. It also specifies the connection of the lanes and groups of lanes with lane connector points and a lane numbering method. This way, it is possible to avoid overlaps and gaps in the digital representation of the road.

We carried out a test: all authors evaluated the intersection based on own NDS interpretation. There were differences in the connection interpretations according to the standard and also alterations in the dividing lines placement to delimit the intersections, whether or not it is allowed to turn from one lane to each connecting lane in the case of a multi-lane road. Similar to this, alterations were found in handling bus stops, which are just a piece of road without any road mark. The evaluations were stacked for comparison; based on consolidated rules the final map has been completed. Map gaps were resolved using the assistance of the multinational map provider company NNG. Eventually, due to its complexity, tram line was removed from the mapping process (Fig. 10).

Because GDF has no specific viewer application; it has been designed to interface the different physical formats, we didn't prepare any illustration to the GDF. As it was stated, GDF provides a base for capturing and exchanging geographic content and has similarities to the NDS structure. It has the BeltRepresentativeLine for roads and LaneRepresentativeLine for lane centerlines.

In contrast, the OpenDRIVE standard uses centerlines (reference line) as a base, and all the elements describing the road are attached to. The pilot site was evaluated by Mathworks RoadRunner software. The tool was capable to export OpenDRIVE compatible format. The simplest visualization screen during the digitization process is demonstrating the OpenDRIVE's lane philosophy (Fig. 11). The software has a built-in graphical engine not only to show photorealistic views but also has the export option in diverse application formats (Fig. 12).

Some numerical comparisons can underline the above-illustrated differences: the NDS description of the test area is composed of 9 intersections and 33 lane groups. At the same time, GDF applies 11 IntersectionBelts and 23 RoadBelts to achieve the exact same details. It is evident that this example is not representative but demonstrates the alterations in the standardized formats.

8 Conclusions

Simulation has a primary role in the vehicular development process as it enables cost- and time-efficient testing. In autonomous driving, comprehensive knowledge about road network data is a necessity. These simulation applications require accurate road geometric and attribute description that needs to be created and shared in a common format.
The documentation of the GDF standards is almost 2,000 pages, but with merely a few figures of the general solution for intersections that can be mapped in multiple ways. The presented standards contain a detailed description of the definition of the road and related ancillary elements, furthermore recommendation about their database storage methodology. Only a small number of examples are given for simple intersection types, lane separations, merging.

The shown NDS standard doesn't limit the personal interpretations and rule applications, primarily visible in the turning options. The digitizer has quite a lot of freedom in deciding how the standard is realized in concrete environments, his/her personal driving experiences greatly influences the modelling thinking. Sometimes the general rule of thumbs or simply traditions are followed in developing the lane level topology. Three- (T) or four-arm (X) junctions can be mentioned as examples. This format is frequently used by several map providers unlike GDF, which remained a theoretical conversion option. It is expected that the next GDF version will have significantly clearer approach, maybe supporting software or code to ease its spread.

OpenDRIVE is a standard of highly increasing popularity. More and more simulation and visualization software accept its format as input; simultaneously more sophisticated modelling environments, like RoadRunner (originally from VectorZero, now from Mathworks after its acquisition) offering the output map format considering OpenDRIVE standard. The open nature of the standard guarantees the legal purity of its use, which might increase furthermore the attractiveness of the format.
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